
NISSAN D40 SMOOTH LID FIT

FLEXIGLASS FITTING MANUAL - SECTION 2.6A 

NISSAN NAVARA D40 SMOOTH LID FIT - ISSA2 

MATERIALS & PARTS REQUIRED  (FIT KIT 331)
Part No. Description Qty.

CAP120C Cap Headboard D40 Coated 1
PLT320C Plate D40 SideCover Prs Coated - RX MODEL ONLY 1 pair
HIN260 Hinge S/Steel Lower Lid F/Aero 2

BKT150C Bracket Door Black Coat 2
PLT140 Catch Plate Ute Lid 2

SCRHHTX1616 Screw Tex Hex Head 16x16mm 12
CAP100 Cap Snap 12

RIVET220 Rivet 5MM Steel 6-12 23
RIVET140 Rivet 6-2 Alum - RX MODEL ONLY 8
SEAL235 Drip Seal 1.7M

STRUT100 Gas Strut 430X300N 2
CARD100 Card Warranty 1

BADGE100 Badge Product 1
SPACER10C Saddle Spacer Coated - RX MODEL ONLY 3

1 If fitting lid to an RX model then the cab rack must be removed and all bare metal surfaces must be painted
with a proper metal priming paint before proceeding further. Refer to instruction "Nissan D40 Headboard Cap
Fit" - Section 1.6 in the Flexiglass Fitting Manual.

2 If fitting to an STX model then remove the sports bar and refer to the instruction "Nissan D40 Headboard Cap
Fit" - Section 1.6 in the Flexiglass Fitting Manual.

3 Place the lid onto the tub with the aid of an assistant and roughly adjust the fit.

4 Mark the position of the hinges on to the top of the headboard capping then remove the lid.

5 Use the bottom hinges as a guide to drill the rivet holes then rivet in place. Note: On RX models the rivets 
should be  RIVET140 and only engage in the capping over where the headboard was cut off.

6 STX models RIVET220 rivets can be used to go into the headboard as well. Seal the front corners of the 
tub and capping with silicone sealant as shown in "Nissan D40 Headboard Cap Fit" - Section 1.6 in the 
Fitting Manual.

7 With the end of the tape measure against the rear face of the capping measure back and mark 980mm and
1355mm along both sides of the tub. See Diagram Page 3.

8 With the ball downwards align the centre hole of the BKT150C door ball joint bracket with the 980mm 
mark and the edge of the bracket around 2 - 3mm below the top of the coaming. Mark and drill the centre 
hole for each bracket. See Diagram Page 3 .

9 Rivet each bracket in place with one RIVET220 rivet then use the plate as a guide to drill the remaining four 
holes.

Note: Fit a rivet into the hole drilled first to prevent the plate vibrating out of alignment while the second one 
is being drilled.

● 8mm Socket

● rags, tape etc.

● 13mm Socket
● Silicone sealant
● IPA Wipes
● Tape measure

● Rivet gun to suit 5mm rivets
● Electric or pneumatic Driver

● Metal priming paint
● Marker pen or pencil
● Electric or pneumatic drill

Note: Familiarise yourself with the instructions before you start to ensure you are clear on all aspects of the fit

● Hand or pneumatic hacksaw
● File or grinder
● Protective board

● Hearing protection as required
● Eye protection as required

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

TOOLS REQUIRED

● 5mm Drill bit
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NISSAN D40 SMOOTH LID FIT

10 Fit and pull up the remaining four rivets.

11 Aligning the PLT140 catch plates in the same 
manner with the 1355mm mark keep the top edge 
almost flush with the top of the coaming for a 
vehicle with a tail gate liner fitted and 4-5mm
lower for one without. Use the same drilling and
 riveting technique as the ball joints to attach them.

Note:  This operation can be delayed until step 19,
when the latch bars can be used to position the 
catch plates more exactly. Remember there is
always a difference in height between closure with
and without the tail gate up.

12 Clean the top of the capping with IPA wipes then fit
a length of SEAL235 drip seal to the top of  the 
capping. Run the seal over the side of the coaming
and taper cut the ends. The seal should be level 
with the front of the bottom hinges but curve back 
behind them. See image 1.

13 With  the  help of  an assistant lift the lid into place, 
engage the hinges and lower it onto the tub.

14 Working inside the tub loosen the four tek screws,
exit the tub and close the tailgate. Adjust the fit until 
a reasonably even clearance all around the sides 
and rear is achieved.

15 Use masking tape attached to the lid and body to give reference marks for realignment.

16 Lift the lid carefully so that the tailgate can be opened, then lower the lid and check the alignment marks, if
necessary readjust.

17 From inside the tub re-tighten the four tek screws.

18 Lift the lid and attach the gas struts (cylinder to lid, shaft to tub). Close the tailgate and the lid and check the
fit again, if the lid has moved forward under the gas strut pressure, the struts will have to be disconnected
and the lid re-adjusted rearward.

19 Once the fit, with the gas struts fitted, is satisfactory secure the top hinges with 12 of SCRHHTX1616 
screws.

20 Check lock operation. Clean and attach the necessary badges (if not already fitted) as per product branding
document - section 4 in the Flexiglass Fitting Manual.

1

HIN260

SEAL235

CAP120C

PLT320C
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NISSAN D40 SMOOTH LID FIT

LIDNAV331 LID COMPLETE

CAP120C D40 HEADBOARD CAPPING

HIN260 BOTTOM HINGES

STRUT100

BKT150C

PLT140
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